SANTA ROSA CONSULTING, NOESIS HEALTH ANNOUNCE MERGER
Southfield, Michigan and Panama City, Florida. June 9, 2009. Santa Rosa Consulting, LLC, a
national provider of consulting services to the healthcare industry and Noesis Health have
announced a merger whereby Santa Rosa has acquired substantially all of the assets of Noesis.
Richard Helppie, CEO and Chairman of Santa Rosa said, “Santa Rosa has carefully sought
merger candidates who share our values of intense focus on client satisfaction and an equal
commitment to support of their people. Noesis has demonstrated these attributes and we are
excited about the dynamic combination of the Santa Rosa and Noesis organizations. Noesis
enjoys a strong reputation for delighting its clients with its responsive and energetic delivery of
services as well as its technical expertise. We believe that leveraging Santa Rosa’s business
platform, management team, cutting edge client technology and access to capital will propel our
combined company.”
According to Tom Watford, President and Chief Operating Officer of Santa Rosa, “the addition of
Dan Rounds and his Noesis team to Santa Rosa Consulting will enhance our ability to help our
healthcare clients transform their business through system interoperability, process
improvements and strategic information technology. The service offerings of Santa Rosa are
expanded and enhanced by this combination. Our clients will have access to a greater depth of
talent and our team of consultants will enjoy greater opportunities. This transaction is a
significant step in the advancement of Santa Rosa’s strategy of accelerating organic growth with
selected mergers. Dan Rounds now joins our other recent executive addition, Joe Lavelle, in
helping Santa Rosa to build a deep and experienced management team.”
Dan Rounds, Chief Executive Officer of Noesis said, “We are thrilled to be joining Santa Rosa
Consulting. Our organizations have a strong cultural affinity, highlighted by a shared passion for
excellence in service delivery and outstanding client satisfaction. Noesis has been looking for the
right strategic partner to help advance our business to the next level. Santa Rosa offered an
exciting combination of operating platform, cultural compatibility and capital resources. The
Noesis team believes that this combination of our two businesses can help drive the healthcare
consulting industry makeover. Santa Rosa brings fresh ideas along with the strong reputations
and relationships of its key executives.”
About Noesis Health: Noesis Health is a national healthcare solutions company that helps
organizations transform their business through systems interoperability, process improvements
and strategic information technology. The company's strategic consulting uses a unique
combination of technology expertise and a tailored approach so that healthcare organizations can
capitalize on existing IT investments. Prior to the purchase of its assets by Santa Rosa, Noesis
Health was operated as a subsidiary of iSirona, LLC.
About Santa Rosa Consulting: Santa Rosa Consulting, LLC, is a national provider of information
technology and management consulting services to the healthcare industry. The company
launched operations in 2008 and is led by healthcare industry veterans Richard Helppie and Tom
Watford. Santa Rosa now has nearly 50 registered client relationships and offers the services of
200 consultants. Santa Rosa offers a broad scope of management advisory services as well as
technical consulting expertise across the full range of IT vendor products and systems to the
healthcare market. For more information visit us at www.santarosaconsulting.com.

